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CONTRIBUTE AND
GROW  TOGETHER

BT I  GROUP



Our Missions

We are always aiming for the improvement of blockchain 
technology and breakthrough in the field of cryptocur-
rency.

We always have solu�ons to a�ract the companionship, 
response and contribu�on of the cryptocurrency 
market so that our technology pla�orm and technology 
products are constantly improving and developing.

We are ready to support and share our experiences 
and achievements with Organiza�ons and Individuals 
so that we can grow,prosper and grow together.

We are always trying to improve, innovate and adapt to 
last and develop into the largest and most powerful 
Technology Group in the Digital Industry.



With BTI GROUP's community explosive development 
strategy combined with mul�-pla�orms of ecosystems, 
BBA will be a form of digital asset favored by many 
tycoons, mul�-millionaires, companies, businesses, 
and individuals. The en�re cryptocurrency community 
trust, use, and hold.

OUR ECOSYSTEMS

1. BBACHAIN.
2. BBA COIN.
3. BBA WALLET: MULTI - CHAIN WALLET.
4. BBA WALLET: OFFLINE WALLET.
5. BBA SCAN - EXPLORER.
6. QUICK TOKEN GENERATOR.
7. BTI SWAP.
8. BBA PAY ADAPTER.
9. BTI STABLECOIN - EUB
10. BTI PRICES CENTER.
11. BTI INVESTMENT FUNDS
12. BTI NFT MARKETPLACE.
13. BTI EXCHANGE.



1. BTI GROUP gives rewards 2,000 BSP for strategic partnership 
(giving away un�l 2,000 BSP is exhausted).

2. The owner of BSP is a shareholder of BTI GROUP, and has the 
permit to par�cipate in BTI GROUP's shareholder mee�ngs 
periodically by monthly, quarterly, and annually.

3. BSP owners will be able to a�end mee�ngs with the BTI 
GROUP's leadership and has the permits to contribute and vote 
on important policies and strategies.

4. Owners of 20 BSP or more will be considered for an import-
ant posi�on at BTI GROUP.

5. BTI GROUP pays monthly, quarterly, and annual dividends to 
strategic partners and par�cipants in the development and 
replica�on of partners and markets of the same company 
based on the profits the company earns from the business. 

6. A�er the company provides documenta�on, guidance, and 
support in se�ng up Validators Nodes to the community, BSP 
holders are co-shared in the profits from all the company's eco-
systems forever.

CONTRIBUTION AND DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERSHIP

I. Validators and Ecosystems Shares:

- Share name: BSP
- Abbrevia�on for: {BSP} BTI Share Points.
- Quan�ty: Only 2,000 BSP.



According to the Pre-2026 Roadmap, the rewards of 1,000,000 
BBA are divided equally by 2,000 BSP monthly as dividends. 
Receive dividends by BBA.

According to Roadmaps from 2026, shareholders (ie 2,000 BSP) 
will permanently receive 48% of profits from all BTI GROUP 
ecosystems, dividends paid by BBA or EUB.

REWARDS POLICY OF BSP
CONTRIBUTE IN CLOUD VALIDATORS POOL

1,000,000 BBA
2,000 BSP

= BBA/1BSP

48% ∑ Profits
2,000 BSP

= EUB or BBA/1BSP

BTI GROUP rewards strategic partners (2,000 BSP) for joining 
Cloud Valida�on Pool and par�cipa�ng in the development 
of partners and replica�on of the markets.

BTI GROUP uses 1,000,000 BBA generated annually BBA 
blockchain infla�on mechanism divided equally by 2,000 
BSP.



The above policy is not cumula�ve, joining any pool will 
receive the number of BSP rewards of that pool.

CONTRIBUTE IN CLOUD VALIDATORS POOL

BBA ALLOCATION

1BSP ≈ $10K

QUANTITY: ONLY 2,000 BSP
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This es�mated table is for reference and comparison only (based on 
DoH algorithm started from the genesis block). The number of days to 
receive BBA will vary, lengthened because of the halving of the reward 
a�er each annual cycle (ie 365.25 days).

CONTRIBUTION POLICY FOR
STRATEGIC PARTNERS

ESTIMATED TABLE JOINING CLOUD VALIDATORS POOL

PRICES FOR BBA START AT $0.2/BBA
PRICES AT GENESIS BLOCK IS $0.2/BBA

Total Receive

1,000 BBA

2,500 BBA

5,000 BBA

15,000 BBA

25,000 BBA

50,000 BBA

150,000 BBA

250,000 BBA

525,000 BBA
Included 5% bonus

Contribu�on

$200

$500

$1,000

$3,000

$5,000

$10,000

$30,000

$50,000

$100,000
Cloud Validators Pool

Daily Receive

2.738 BBA

6.845 BBA

13.689 BBA

41.068 BBA

68.446 BBA

136.893 BBA

410.678 BBA

684.463 BBA

1,437.372 BBA

Monthly Receive

82.136 BBA

205.339 BBA

410.678 BBA

1,232.033 BBA

2,053.388 BBA

4,106.776 BBA

12,320.329 BBA

20,533.881 BBA

43,121.150 BBA



The wai�ng �me to complete the pool set up and for the pool to start 
working a�er joining the Cloud Validators Pool is from 01 to 24 hours.
 
contributors will receive the full amount of BBA shown on their account 
(ID) at the �me of par�cipa�ng in any Cloud Validators Pool.

contributors have the permit to withdraw BBA to their personal BBA 
Wallet for holding or swap to USDT at any �me.

BBA minimum withdrawal is 0.000001 BBA, withdrawal fee 0.000001 
BBA and withdrawal �me instantly.

USDT minimum withdrawal is 20 USDT, the withdrawal fee is 5% ∑USDT 
and the withdrawal �me is from 01 to 48 hours.
 
Only individuals or representa�ves of a group of contributors who join 
the independent Cloud Valida�on Pool ($100,000) will include 5% 
value bonus of the Cloud Valida�on Pool.

Derived of Half (DoH) algorithm halves the number of BBA rewards by 
365.25 days/cycle (calculated from the genesis block). Crea�ng scarcity 
and an�-infla�on, helping BBA have value and sustainable growth.

Each Cloud Validators Pool is worth $100,000, broken down into small-
er configura�ons including:

- Nano Validators Pool ($200, $500, and $1,000).
- Micro Validators Pool ($3,000 and $5,000).
- Medium Validators Pool ($10,000, $30,000 and $50,000).
- A complete configura�on called Cloud Validators Pool ($100,000) and enjoy 
  the full rewards and incen�ves included.
- Joined Nano, Micro, and Medium Validators Pool will be automa�cally 
  merged into any Cloud Validators Pool in the incomplete Cloud Validators 
  Cluster system.

GENERAL DEFINITION



GENERAL CONVENTION : CLOUD VALIDATORS POOL

Cloud Validators Pool is the gathering place of many Nano, 
Micro, and Medium Validators Pools.

Contributors par�cipa�ng in the Nano, Micro, Medium and 
Cloud Validators Pool will receive the full amount of BBA 
shown on the spreadsheet at the �me of par�cipa�on.

Cloud Validator Pool equivalent to $100,000 is operated inde-
pendently on a separate cloud system. Therefore, Cloud Vali-
dators Pool is also known as Shareholder Validator.

GENERAL CONVENTION : CLOUD VALIDATORS CLUSTER

Cloud Validators Cluster is a collec�on of many Cloud Valida-
tors Pool (01 Cloud Validators Cluster = N Cloud Validators 
Pool).

The BTI GROUP operates, coordinates and administers the 
Cloud Validators Cluster system including the many Cloud Vali-
dators Pool, ensuring the system's consistency, security and 
integrity.



COMPANY DEVELOPMENT POLICY
FOR STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Direct commission: 12%            |         Synergy commission: 10%

COMMISSION POLICIES

Direct commission 12%: [unlimited to F1].

Synergy commission: 10%, condi�on that two direct F1 (le� 
and right) have joined any Nano, Micro, Medium and Cloud 
Validators Pool. Synergy commission is calculated on the weak 
affiliate branch of the system developer.

Income bonus: BSP bonus for individuals and teams that 
develop with BTI GROUP:
Give award 1 BSP for each �me leader reaches an income of 
$10,000 from commissions (including direct commission and 
synergy commission).

Receive awards for leaders when reaching a total income from 
commissions of $100,000 according to BTI GROUP's regula-
�ons. 

COMMISSION POLICIES



LEADER AWARDS
WHEN THE TOTAL INCOME FROM THE COMMISSION IS $100,000

Awarded a present equivalent of $25,000.

Give a reward of 6 BSP.

Receive monthly, quarterly, and annual dividends.

To par�cipate in mee�ngs with the company's leadership, to 
vote on important policies and strategies.

Supported $2,000 regional representa�ve office opening 
costs and $1,000 monthly costs. If there is no new sales in 3 
months, then stop suppor�ng.

MAXOUT

Maxout commissions income is 300% of joined Nano, Micro, 
Medium and Cloud Validators Pool.

All commission income is paid in USDT.

Reallocate contribu�ons from any Nano, Micro, Medium, and 
Cloud Validators Pool to con�nue withdrawing commissions.

Maxout mechanism only applies to commission income, and 
does not affect the original Pool contracts.



SYNERGY DIAGRAM

CONTRIBUTION and development policy with the company for 
strategic partners, helping the company outline the vision as 
well as the connec�on, and con�nuity, throughout the devel-
opment process of BTI GROUP. 

Our staff will propose solu�ons on contribu�on and develop-
ment policy based on the actual fluctua�ons of the market so 
that we can innovate, adapt and survive.



BTI GROUP & BBACHAIN
Development Team

Contact
developers@bbachain.com


